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She's smart, hard-working and good at what she does, though sometimes she wishes she had a life. Greenlaw is
captain of the Hannah Boden, sister ship to the.

Mixed in with the daily activities of this trip are memories of previous journeys, childhood escapades, and
explanations of why Greenlaw became a fisherman. This is what Greenlaw spends most of her time describing
in frank sometimes disturbing and often funny detail. Add to this uncertainty the volatility of six individuals
from disparate backgrounds living in too small a place working exhausting hours and you begin to understand
the life that Greenlaw does such a great job of describing. Through reflection she also talks about how she first
got involved with fishing. No quarter is given Greenlaw because of her gender and none is asked. How would
you describe the crew of the Seesaws? Not critical enough? There is the phase of the moon to consider, shifts
in currents and other aspects of nature that we might be able to track but are unable to influence. But it makes
for a pretty mundane tale. Evaluating her own skills as a captain, Greenland often refers to her age as a factor
In being able to deal with crises more reasonably. This kind of girl gets a liking for the sea at an early age and
maybe works on a family lobster boat or, as in Greenlaw's case, gets a job on a commercial fishing boat as
cook and deckhand. The story is told competently enough and it is somewhat interesting as regards modern
boating and fishing techniques, but it is nothing more than that. I enjoyed the story, and just have one little nit
to pick. Author and publisher seem to have been at cross purposes--one emphasizing, the other virtually
ignoring, the author's sex. Greenlaw tells a comparatively quotidian tale, ""the true story of a real, and typical,
sword-fishing trip, from leaving the dock to returning. She faces the same problems as any male CEO dealing
with cutthroat competitors and employees and partners who don't always share the boss's view. On the last
page of the book, Greenland assesses her return to swordfish and discusses her plans to continue. Racism, drug
use, baffling illnesses: these are all elements of a day journey for six people crammed aboard a ft. When ''A
Perfect Storm'' appeared, Greenlaw had been fishing professionally for 15 years. Greenlaw is respected by her
fellow captains as one of the finest commercial fishermen. Yet, Linda Greenlaw and her crew go to sea each
season knowing the danger and that the financial rewards might not materialize. Which places conjure a sense
of home for you? Click here to see the rest of this review With a 5 person crew and limited space to work in,
long hours when fishing and longer hours of downtime when steaming to their fishing area as well as back she
talks about sickness, personality conflicts, the spirit of the crew when the fishing is good and when the fishing
is bad. No, she just dumps it into the ocean. What was your response to these conflicting perspectives?
According to Greenland, being at sea Is Like living In a bubble, completely disconnected from the rest of the
world. One of the most valuable parts of this book is the description of the fishing process, the setting up of
gear that consists of 40 miles of line and 1, hooks. Ocean Discussion Questions for Seaworthy In returning to
the ocean, Linda Greenland faces great risks as well as the potential for great rewards. Did How to cite this
essay Choose cite format:. With the crew, naturally, come ""crew problems"": sickness, conflicts,
insubordination.


